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• Federal air quality standards
2023 and 2031 ozone attainment
2021 to 2025 PM2.5 attainment

• Greenhouse gas reduction target
1990 levels by 2020
40% below 1990 levels by 2030

• Petroleum reduction target
 50% reduction by 2030

• Minimize health risk
 Reduce exposure to toxic air 

contaminants

• Renewable energy targets
 Increase energy efficiency 
 50% electricity from renewable 

sources by 2030

California’s Air Quality and Climate Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have already met 2020 target
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• Federally mandated State Implementation 
Plan (SIP) to meet air quality requirements
 South Coast ozone defines emission reduction 

needs for attainment deadlines - 2023 & 2031
 Current programs achieve two thirds of needed 

NOx reductions
 Further efforts will need to address all mobile 

sectors

South Coast Attainment Needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The need to attain Federal standards in the South Coast region are a key driver in California’s efforts



• Regulations
Mandated clean air requirements

• Incentives
Provide funding for cleaner than required technology and for pilot and 

demonstration projects of new technology

• Litigation
Maintaining the health benefits of current Federal programs
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Tools to Reach These Goals



• Largest contributor to smog-forming, greenhouse gas, and diesel PM emissions

• Will require combination of cleaner technologies, fuels, and energy sources

95%

DIESEL PM
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MOBILE SOURCE REDUCTIONS KEY TO MEETING MULTIPLE GOALS

80%

OZONE-FORMING NOX

50%

GREENHOUSE GASES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile sources fall under Federal jurisdiction.  However, CARB has been given authority to adopt mobile source rules, as well.  No other state has this authority.With over 35 million vehicles on the roads in California, mobile sources are the major source of key pollutants.Vehicle miles traveled has increased xx fold since 19XX but Even though heavy-duty trucks are a small minority of the vehicles, they have only been regulated relatively recently, and the final requirements will not begin until 2020A 2015  technology assessment conducted by CARB,  the South Coast Air Quality Management District and U.S. EPA  is to support ARB planning and regulatory efforts.Assessments identify:Technology performanceNecessary fuelsMarket readinessCostCurrent deployment challenge



Key Actions to Achieve Reduction Goals For Cars

• Passenger Fleet: Current programs and regulations
 Regulations 
 Regional Planning 
 Partnerships

• New programs and regulations
 Advanced Clean Cars II
Considering EV requirements for 

commercial fleets
ZEV infrastructure investments
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SMOG FORMING POLLUTANTS (NOx) 
vs. # OF CARS STATEWIDE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Passenger Vehicles: CARB regulating light-duty vehicles since the 1960s.  Program has been a great success, but with the number of vehicles on the road, we need even cleaner vehicles.Approximately a 2-fold increase in cars registered in CA since 1990.In excess of an 80% reduction in NOx emission from cars over the same time periodCurrentRegulations: Advanced Clean Cars rules to 2025 such as LEV III Criteria Emission Fleet Standards, LEV III GHG Emission Fleet Standards, ZEV MandateRegional Planning: Streamlining ZEV marketsH2/EV station siting; Consumer awarenessPartnerships: Collaboratively addressing barriersCA Fuel Cell Partnership (CaFCP); CA Plug-in Electric Vehicle Collaborative (PEVC)GO ZEV Action Plan (multi-agency partnerships)NewAdvanced Clean Cars II regulationThe Advanced Clean Cars regulation brings together a suite of regulations, including the LEV III standards and the ZEV regulation.Expand and enhance existing incentive and other innovative funding programs for light-duty vehicles in order to accelerate the replacement of older vehicles with vehicles meeting a LEV III or better emissions level Possible EV requirements for fleetsGovernor Brown has asked CARB to consider requirements for commercial fleets.  This could include: rental car fleets, corporate fleets, ride share fleets.Infrastructure investments:   Continue to support infrastructure investment programs with the California Energy Commission (CEC) to maximize the use of electric vehicles through expanding charging and hydrogen networks.



SULEV 30 
NOx+NMOG

1 mg/mi PM

~8% sales

~165-170 
gCO2e/miLEV

Criteria
Air Quality 

Improvements

LEV
GHG

Greenhouse Gas 
Reductions

ZEV
Technology 

Advancement

Long-term emissions benefits:
• 75% reduction in fleet average

NMOG + NOx emissions
• 90% reduction in particulate matter 

emission standard
• 34% reduction in GHG emissions

Advanced Clean Cars Regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2012, the Board adopted a comprehensive set of regulations for light duty vehicles, as an integrated package laying out emissions standards through the 2025 model year.   As shown in the pie chart, there are three distinct elements that make up the program;  the first two are part of the Low Emission Vehicle, or LEV program.  The LEV criteria program provides standards for pollutants, such as hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and particulate matter.  While the LEV  greenhouse gas, or GHG program provides standards for pollutants such as carbon dioxide and methane.  As adopted, these two elements will yield a projected 75% reduction in criteria pollutants, a 90% reduction in the PM standard, and a 34% reduction in GHG emissions from passenger cars, sport-utility vehicles, and pick-up trucks by the 2025 model year.   The third key element of the program is our zero emission vehicle, or ZEV program.  The ZEV mandate is a technology forcing program that requires vehicle manufacturers to produce an increasing number of ZEVs including battery, fuel cell, and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles in the 2018 through 2025 model years. 



https://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/acc/acc-mtr.htm

Midterm Review Conclusions (2017):
• Adopted MY 2022-2025 GHG standards remain appropriate
• PM standard is feasible 
• Continue with existing technology-forcing ZEV requirements to 

develop the market

National and CA Opposition (2018):
• U.S. EPA and U.S. DOT proposed rulemaking (Aug 2)

 Weaken federal rules, remove CA authority and waiver
 Affects CA vehicle GHG and ZEV regulations
 Comment period for ~60 days

• CARB proposed rulemaking for Sept Board Hearing
 Limit “Deemed to Comply” provision if fed rule weakened

• Discussion between CA and Fed agencies on-going
 Not resulting in productive discussion to date

National Threat to Advanced Clean Cars

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the March 2017 hearing, the Board approved the CARB Midterm Review, culminating a multi-year effort to evaluate the Advanced Clean Cars regulations.  The recommendations of the Midterm Review were to maintain the current standards that already include increased stringency to the year 2025The Board further directed staff to begin working on the next set of standards that would begin after 2025At that time, the Federal Administration had just re-opened the national Midterm Evaluation.  The national effort has now resulted in a proposed rulemaking by the U.S. EPA and U.S. DOT to dramatically weaken the national standards.The national proposed rulemaking also proposes to revoke the current waiver granted by the U.S. EPA for the Advanced Clean Cars standards, and further claims that separate federal statute pre-empts California from ever again developing vehicle GHG regulationsCARB and the CA Attorney's Office is preparing a strong letter of opposition during the public comment period for the national proposed rulemaking.  If the federal regulations are finalized with the proposed threats, California will take the fight to the courts to ensure we can provide the needed public health and environmental benefits in California.
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• Truck Fleet: Current programs and regulations
 In-use programs

 Truck and Bus
 Solid Waste Collection Vehicles
 Public Fleets
 Transit Fleets
 Port Trucks

• Truck Fleet: New programs and regulations
 New engine standards

 Low NOx
 Fleet rules

 Transit fleets
 Advanced Clean Local Trucks

Key Actions to Achieve Reduction Goals For Trucks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Truck Fleet:Current: Critical to ensure the current fleet is cleaned up.  Health impacts of diesel soot include increased asthma rates, increased rate of heart disease, increased incidence of lung disease.In-use regulations such as Truck and Bus Regulation, Solid Waste Collection Vehicle Regulation, Transit Fleet Regulation, etc. In development	Establish more stringent criteria and greenhouse gas emission standardsEstablish requirements to ensure durability of HDVsDeployment of ZEV technologies into focused heavy-duty applicationsCreate incentive funding for the cleanest engine technologiesIncrease use of renewable fuelsIncrease freight transport system efficiencies and use of intelligent transportation systemsExamples:  Require a percentage of new purchases be near-zero and zero emission technologiesInnovative Clean Transit (ICT) –transit busesAdvanced Clean Trucks (ACT)-Last mile delivery trucks that deliver product to final destinationsOn the HorizonEstablish low-NOx performance standard 90 percent cleaner than today by 2024. Expand share of renewable fuels to nearly half of diesel fuel.Introduce ZEVs into targeted applications.



All Other Sectors

LDV Sector
% of NOx Inventory:

16%  6%
% of GHG Inventory:

33%  19%

2031 Baseline 11

Progress Towards Emission Targets Baseline Projected 
Emissions Inventory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impacts of regulatory programs on emissions in the South Coast Air BasinNOx required for the 2031 SIP commitmentResult of meeting State greenhouse gas emission target



• Incentives provide funds for 
Cleaner than required technologies

 Purchase clean vehicles:  light-duty
 Purchase vehicles that are cleaner than that currently required by regulation:  

heavy-duty

New, advanced technologies-typically heavy-duty programs
 Purchase new, advanced technologies such as:

o Hybrids
o Battery electric
o Fuel cell

12

Funding Programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with regulations, incentives are used to introduce clean technologies more quickly, and to spur development of newer technologies.
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• Clean Car Rebates (CVRP) $235 million
Plus an additional $25 million for Lower-Income Applicants

• Car Scrap & Replace (EFMP & Plus-Up) $21 million
Additional funding from the VW Settlement

• Clean Mobility Options ($25 million) 
LA car share - City of Los Angeles “Los Angeles Leading By Design” ($1.7million) 

• BlueLA Electric Car Sharing Program 
• Nation’s largest electric car sharing program in disadvantaged communities
• 100 electric cars, 200 EV charging stations
• Westlake, Pico Union, Echo park, Downtown

Light-Duty Investments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 CVRP:Rebates for California residents for up to $7,000 o purchase a new advanced technology car.  For South Coast CVRP total rebates $235.7 Million, 107,000 rebatesCar Scrap and Replace:Up to $9,500 to replace an older car with the newer one.  Our light‑duty incentive projects are key to helping achieve the large‑scale transformation of California’s passenger vehicles to zero emission technology.  This transformation is necessary to meet California’s overall air quality and climate goalsCar Scrap & Replace (EFMP & Plus-Up) $21 million
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• Clean Truck & Bus Voucher Incentive Program (HVIP) Nearly 
$51M in SC since inception

• Advanced Freight Equipment Demonstration and Deployment 
$190 million
Zero- and Near Zero-Emission Freight Facilities
Zero-Emission Off-Road Freight Voucher Incentive Program 

• Truck Loan Assistance Program-$43 million in loans funded
Assists higher risk fleet owners to obtain loans/lower interest rate

Heavy-Duty Vehicle & Off-Road Investments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CARB has also supported projects in the heavy-duty sector.  Reducing emissions from the HD sector is key to improving air quality in the inland empire.  This funding accelerates the introduction of the next generation of cleaner heavy-duty vehicles and engines.Clean Truck & Bus Voucher Incentive Program (HVIP) $8M from AQIP Funds for south Coast total Voucher Total HVIP Vouchers: 1,837 Total Funding:$50,896,489-for lifeAdvanced Freight Equipment Demonstration and Deployment ($190  million)  $50M from Warehouse Program Truck Loan Assistance Program ($20* million)  $20M from AQIP FundsMany small fleet owners are unable to obtain credit, or obtain a reasonable interest rate.  Program creates a loan-loss reserve to assist fleets of fewer that 10 trucks..



• Federal programs provide a necessary frame for cooperative 
state/federal pollution control efforts – so we need U.S. EPA to do its 
job

• Federally regulated sources can be significant source of emission 
reductions in California(e.g. certain locomotives, ships, airplanes)-up 
to 56 tons per day in 2031 from Federal and international sources

• Many Federal programs are proposed for rollback
• On average, CARB has sued the federal government once a month in 

the last year-and-a-half, successfully in almost every case, keeping 
protections in place

15

Litigation: Ensuring Continuing Health Benefits of 
National Program



• Federal Clean Power Plan (CPP)
 In 2015, CARB acted to defend U.S. EPA against efforts to over-turn the CPP through suits brought by 

N. Dakota and W. Virginia
CARB is commenting proceeding to repeal, and monitoring the new source rule for rollback efforts 

• The federal ambient air quality standards for ozone smog
CARB and allies sued to ensure that U.S. EPA initiated planning processes to bring the country up to 

the most up-to-date health standards
CARB intervened to defend the standards themselves in a challenge brought by some states and 

private parties, including coal mining companies. 

• Greenhouse Gas Standards for Vehicles and complementary Corporate 
Average Fuel Efficiency (CAFE) Standards
Administration moving ahead to roll back emissions standards and the fuel economy mandate 
Considering eliminating California’s authority to set its own automotive emissions standards 
CARB and allies are in court and in administrative proceedings defending this decades-old successful 

program
16

Litigation: Current Issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not and exhaustive list exhaustiveCPPStates may develop their own compliance plans or accept a federal plan. California has submitted it’s planAffects essentially all large fossil-fuel-fired power plants in operation or under construction by 2014. There are ~249 EGUs throughout  CaliforniaOzone StandardThe federal ambient air quality standards for ozone were tightened at the end of the Obama Administration.The Trump Administration has delayed implementing them, declined to defend them in court, and may be considering rolling them back. CARB intervened to defend the standards the underlying challenge brought by some states and private parties, including coal mining companies. CAFE StandardsWhen developing the Clean Air Act (CAA), the federal government recognized the severity of the air quality problem in CACalifornia is the only state to develop mobile source emission standards allowed under the CAA. When California develops such a regulation, U.S. EPA must grant a waiverOther states may then adopt the regulationA waiver has never been denied to date, much less over-turned
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